
1. Definitions challenge

Task: 

How many words can you define in 60 seconds?

Useful language:

It’s something which…

It’s someone who…

It’s a place where…

It’s when you… 

Extra Roles: timekeeper, definition checker, grammar checker
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2. Creative gap-fills

Task:

Come up with imaginative words to fill the gap.

Format:

2 teams, 5 attempts each to predict other answers
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The afternoon in the airport was the

______________ part of the holiday.



3. Mini-interviews from grammar questions

Task: 

Check answers  ask follow-up Qs
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Mini-interviews from grammar questions

 Add a twist: True or False?
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4. Cause-and-effect brainstorming

Task:

Complete the text. Make sense of the story. Speculate with

might have / may have / could have
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A boy (stand) at a bus stop. He (hold) a 

watermelon in both hands. The bus 

(come) and a girl (get) off. She (say) 

something to the boy and (walk) away. 

The boy (thank) the girl, (put) the 

watermelon on the ground, and (start) 

running in the opposite direction.



5. One-word dialogues

Task: Work in pairs. Perform the dialogue twice.
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A: Hey

B: Hi

A: OK?

B: No

A: Problem?

B: Knee

A: Painful?

B: Nightmare 

A: Basketball?

B: Maths! 



This is a flowchart
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6. Grammar flowcharts

Task: Turn grammar reference rules into flowcharts

The sky is __________ cloudy to see the stars.

We haven’t got _________ time.
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The sky is ________cloudy to see the stars.

We haven’t got _________ time.
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The dog doesn’t want ______ biscuits.
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The dog doesn’t want ________ biscuits.
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7. Relative-clause roulette

Task: 

• Use numbered cards

• Write non-defining relative clauses on cards

• Create a grammatically correct sentence
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who

…, who speaks

three foreign

languages, …

12

My sister, who speaks

three foreign languages, 

started learning Spanish

when she was twelve.



8. Images from sentences; 

sentences from images

Task:

• Draw comic strips to explain sentences

• Write sentences to ‘decode’ others’ pictures
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a.) When she came home, 

he cooked dinner.

b.) When she came home, 

he was cooking dinner.

a.) When he came home, 

he saw that she was

leaving.

b.) When he came home, 

he saw that she had left.



9. Exclusive answer-cards

Task:

Use an answer-card as a bargaining chip
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1

3

6

7

8

9

10

2

4

5



10. Text correction with surprise audio

Task: 

• Read and make three corrections

• Listen and note any other differences

Come closer and see. Look into the trees. Find the girl if 

you can. Come closer and see. Look into the dark. Just 

follow you’re eyes. I hear her voice calling my name. The 

sound is deep in the dark. I hear her voice and start to run 

into their trees. Suddenly I stop, but I know it's too late. I'm 

lost in a forest all alone. The girl was never there. It's 

always a same. I'm running towards nothing – again. 
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your

the

always the same

See
See

“A Forest” – Nouvelle Vague (originally by The Cure)



Grammar activities that teenagers won’t

hate

Re-cap

1. Definitions challenge

2. Creative gap-fills

3. Mini-interviews from grammar questions

4. Cause-and-effect brainstorming

5. One-word dialogues

6. Grammar flowcharts

7. Relative-clause roulette

8. Images from sentences; sentences from images

9. Exclusive answer-cards

10.Text correction with surprise audio
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